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Summary 
  
             A set of 5 LPT 3000R Spectrum Analyzers was deployed to several teleports 
to monitor satellite transmissions in support of a US Government contract. These were 
used to view in real time, and record, transmit and receive signals to approximately 1 
dozen satellites.  The system proved very useful in detecting communications 
degradations due to weather and electromagnetic interference (EMI). Altogether it 
proved a cost effective and useful adjunct to network based monitoring.  Following is a 
description of the deployment, its uses, and lessons learned. 
  
 
Background 
  
            The customer operates a worldwide C and Ku band satellite network for the US 
government, this consists of 13 satellites up linking and downlinking to 7 sites.  The 
contract provides end to end service from teleport hubs to remote terminals. The 
genesis of the requirement for monitoring the satellite links was two-fold: The remote 
sites did not transmit continuously, therefore in order to ensure that service was being 
provided, a means other than monitoring the far end remote was needed Secondly, 
satellite services are prone to both weather and radio frequency interference (RFI). 
Heavy rainfall can degrade the signals, this is especially true for Ku band 
transmissions. Transmitters at or near the same frequency can also degrade or prohibit 
reception. Most times this interference is caused inadvertently due to equipment 
malfunction, but in some cases, it is caused by rogue operators using the bandwidth 
without permission or is done to purposely interfere with communication.  For these 
reasons, spectrum monitoring is needed as part of a total end to end monitoring 
system for satellite communications. 
  
 
Requirements of a Spectrum Monitoring System 
  
            A spectral plot displays received power as a function of frequency. Spectral 
plots can determine if the transmitter is at rated power and bandwidth limits, whether it 
is putting out any unwanted radiation, and whether interference exists on the channel.  
A real time spectral display is useful, but for most benefit a recording of a spectral plot 
over time is needed.  This can be useful to correlate communication outages with what 
was happening in the RF environment at the time.  It can also be useful to prove when 
a transmitter was on the air.  Many times a service provider transmits continuously to a 
set of customer remote terminals, which transmit back intermittently.  A record of when 



the remote transmitter was on the air is often useful if there is a disagreement over 
service provisioning or credits.  
  
            A spectrum analyzer measures power on a user-defined frequency band, 
normally several Mhz or tens of Mhz. An entire satellite communications system can be 
made up of dozens if not hundreds of discrete carriers, all on distinct 
frequency/bandwidth pairs on different satellites. Consequently, the analyzer 
settings must be changed in a continuous fashion to monitor all the carriers in the 
network.  These RF feeds come from different antennas, so a good monitoring system 
will be able to switch between antennas and frequency pairs rapidly.  The antennas 
may be located at different sites, so there must be some way of communicating to 
geographically dispersed sites.  Finally, the spectrum analyzer must be sensitive 
enough so that any power variations on the “floor” of the transponder are noticeable. A 
spectrum analyzer more sensitive than this is overkill for this application. In practical 
terms this means the noise floor—the lowest detectable power level of the spectrum 
analyzer—needs to be at least as good as -110 dBm. 
  
The characteristics of a good spectrum monitor system can be summarized as: 
  

• Easily and quickly switch between frequency/bandwidth pairs. 
 

• Display and record power versus bandwidth, and play back historical recordings. 
 

• Multiple RF inputs per spectrum analyzer. 
 

• An easy way to deploy and communicate with geographically dispersed 
analyzers. 

  
            The system chosen for this customer was the LP Technologies Automated 
Spectrum Monitor (ASM). The LPT ASM meets all of the criteria defined above.  The 
server runs from a centralized location and communicates with geographically 
dispersed spectrum analyzers using an integral TCP/IP (Ethernet) port.  The spectrum 
analyzer incorporates an RF switch capable of switching between 4 and 16 RF inputs 
depending on the model.  The analyzer has a noise floor of approximately -110 dBm. 
Spectral traces are measured in round robin fashion and displayed and recorded 
on user-defined interval.  Following are details of the deployment and lessons learned 
while configuring and operating it. 
  
 
Deployment 
  
            The communications network employs 7 sites, but owing to overlap of satellite 
footprints it was possible to monitor all required RF feeds with 5 spectrum analyzers, 
each fitted with a 4 port RF switch for a total of 20 feeds available.  4 of the 5 spectrum 



analyzers were used as manually controlled units for live (real time) displays. These 
were deployed at 4 remote teleports and the display was shown as a live feed at the 
operator's Network Operations Center (NOC).  The decision was made to not enable 
recording with these analyzers but instead deploy them as controllable assets that 
could be tuned to any frequency/bandwidth pair and displayed in real time. The fifth 
analyzer was installed at a central teleport and setup as a polling analyzer, 
continuously monitoring and recording traces on a round robin basis.  Altogether 35 
discrete frequency/bandwidth pairs (traces) were monitored continuously.  The server 
was configured to display these traces in real time on a set of 11 screens.  The 
Operator set the sample rate for each trace to 3 minutes. 
            
Following are some screen captures showing various aspects of the deployment: 
  
This shows an archived trace with “max hold” enabled showing the maximum power 
that has been present on the carrier. This show power in dBm as a function of 
frequency. The timestamp of the recording is shown in green: 
 
 

 
 
 
These two traces are taken at consecutive intervals and show how the system can 
capture and record changes on the transponder. The carrier displayed is a TDMA 
carrier which changes constantly in frequency and power.  The green timestamps 
show the user-defined monitor interval is 3 minutes. 
 



      
  
Lessons Learned 
  
            The LPT ASM has proved to be useful in providing situation awareness for a 
distributed satellite communications network.  Their relative low cost, small footprint, 
and ease of deployment makes the LPT 3000R remote spectrum analyzers especially 
appropriate for a geographically distributed network. The units were assigned IP 
addresses and shipped to the location where site personnel connected the RF feeds, 
there was no need to dispatch an installation team. 
  
            A spectrum analyzer can be controlled by either by a user or by the ASM 
software. Automatic scanning can be disabled, allowing manual control of a spectrum 
analyzer directly to measure display signals in real time.  
  
            For 35 carriers monitored, this works out to a bit over 800 MBytes of storage 
space needed for a month's worth of traces.  
  
Conclusions 
  
            The LPT ASM and LPT 3000R proved to be a rugged and useful system for 
maintaining situational awareness of satellite transmissions for this customer. It has 
been in use for over a year and has proved its worth in providing a simple yet 
comprehensive real-time view and history of the customer's signals. 
 


